Abstract. We suggest a model for dynamic loading and linking as in Java. We distinguish five components in a Java implementation: evaluation, resolution, loading, verification, and preparation -with their associated checks. We demonstrate how these five together guarantee type soundness. We take an abstract view, and base our model on a language nearer to Java source than to bytecode. We consider the following features of Java: classes, subclasses, fields and hiding, methods and inheritance, and interfaces.
Introduction
Java's recent spectacular success is partly due to its novel approach to code deployment. Rather than compiling and linking a fixed piece of code for a target machine, Java is compiled to bytecode [21] , that can be executed on several platforms, and can link further code on demand. The security of Java greatly depends on type safety [4] . Type safety is ensured by the bytecode verifier, which checks that loaded bytecode conforms to the rules of the Java source language, and by the verifier's interplay with the other components of the Java abstract machine.
The bytecode verifier was formalized as a type inference system [25, 13, 12, 22] , where stack locations have types on a per-instruction basis. [24] reported security flaws due to inconsistencies between loaders, which were rectified in later releases, as described in [19] . An operational semantics for multiple loaders is given in [17] . Thus, various components of Java and the virtual machine have been studied at considerable depth in isolation, but, except for this work and [23, 27] their interplay has not yet been formalized.
We attempt a synthesis, and consider the complete process, consisting of five components: evaluation, loading, verification, preparation and resolution. We base our model on a language that is nearer to Java source, than to bytecode as in [23, 27] .
Our model is therefore useful for source language programmers: Even if they do not program in bytecode, and do not download unverified bytecode, they may become aware of these issues, and may trigger verification, resolution or load errors. 1 Furthermore, a clear understanding of these checks and their interplay at a level independent of the bytecode is crucial for the design of new binary formats for Java. In fact, while most Java implementations use the Ð ×× format [21] , any format satisfying the properties This work was partly supported by EPSRC, Grant ref: GR/L 76709outlined in ch. 13.1 of [14] may be used instead. Last, because our model is at a high level, and independent of Java reflection, it demonstrates clearly, through the format of the judgments, how components depend on each other.
We distinguish the checks performed by verification and resolution, and demonstrate their dependencies: Resolution checks do not guarantee consistency unless applied on verified code, nor are verification checks sufficient unless later supported by resolution checks. Our model clarifies which situation will throw which exceptions, a question that is not unambiguously answered in [14, 21] , and demonstrates how execution of unverified code may corrupt the store.
Overview of Java dynamic linking and loading, and of our formalization
In traditional programming languages, e.g., Ada, Modula-2, the compiler checks all type-related requirements, and produces code which does not contain type information. If the various components of the program code have been compiled in an order consistent with their dependencies (dependencies through imports or inheritance) then execution is expected to be be sound with respect to types. Before execution, the code is linked eagerly, and all external references are resolved and type-checked. Execution therefore has the form
e., takes place in the context of fixed Ó , and modifies the expression and the store.
Java on the other hand, does not require the complete program to have been linked before execution. During execution, a type (i.e., class or interface) may be needed which is not in the current code. If bytecode for the type can be found and verified, then the code is enriched with the new type. Furthermore, Ó consists of a verified, prepared part È, and a loaded part Ä, which was loaded in order to support verification of È. We consider language Ä, which stands for loaded binary programs, and È, which stands for verified and prepared binary programs.
Therefore, we describe execution in terms of expressions , states , verified code È, and loaded but not verified code Ä. It has the general form
thus describing that the expression may be rewritten, the state may be modified, code may be loaded, and some of the loaded code may be verified and prepared -the terms Ä ½ Ä ¾ , ÈÈ ½ , and Ä ¾ Ä ¿ indicate concatenation of Ä or È code.
We classify execution into the following five components:
-evaluation corresponds to execution as in most programming languages, -resolution is the process of resolving references to fields and methods, -loading is the process of loading types required for further execution,
-verification is the process of verifying Ä code, -preparation turns verified Ä code into È code.
Evaluation is the execution that is unaffected by the dynamic linking nature of Java, e.g., assignment to variables, loops, conditionals, parameter passing, etc. Resolution applies the offsets of the static type stored in field access or method calls to an object or to the dynamic class of the receiver.
Loading loads types (i.e., class bodies or interface descriptors) necessary for the verification of further classes, or for the resolution of field access and method calls. A loader exception is thrown if the type cannot be found. Verification checks that the subtype relations required in some expressions are satisfied, but does not check the presence of fields or methods referred to in some piece of code. This is checked only when and if the method or field is accessed; if these cannot be found, then a resolution exception is thrown. A verification exception is thrown if verification is not successful. Preparation determines the object and method lookup table layout for classes, ensuring that the offsets for inherited fields and methods coincide with those of the superclasses.
In Java literature, the term linking describes resolution, verification and preparation. Java resolution is particularly interesting: It takes place at runtime, but has both a static and a dynamic part: it depends on the particular (dynamically loaded) classes or interfaces mentioned in the corresponding signature, and on the particular object which appears as receiver in the corresponding expression -more later.
An example
We demonstrate these components in terms of an example, which is also outlined in figure 1 . We also use some of our notation, which we will introduce formally in later chapters.
Consider the following high level view of bytecode method call:
Ò Û ÒØ ÚÓ ℄ Ñ( ¿) which stands for the call of a method Ñ, with receiver Ò Û , and argument ¿. The signature ÒØ ÚÓ ℄ indicates that Ñ is defined in class , takes an ÒØ parameter, and returns ÚÓ 2 .
We start with configuration (1), i.e., the prepared code is È, the loaded code is Ä, and the store is . Assume that the above expression had been verified, but that class was not defined in Ä, nor in È. Since an object of class has to be created, class needs to be loaded and verified. If cannot be found, a loader error, ÄÓ ÖÖ, is thrown. Otherwise, is loaded, and Ä is extended by Ä . Assume also that class had a unique
Note that the term ÒØ℄ indicates selection from of a field defined in class with type ÒØ.
We now have configuration (2) . Class needs to be verified, and so all method bodies, and all superclasses of will be verified, and all required subtype relationships will be checked. In our example, verification of the method body in requires class to be a subtype of . Assume that has not been loaded yet. Then, either a loader error will be thrown (ÄÓ ÖÖ) or will get loaded together with all its superclasses.
Assume that the superclasses of only include . So, we have established that is a subtype of , while loading Ä and Ä . In terms of our formalism, we have established È Ä Ú Ð Ó × Ä Ä . This gives successful verification while loading Ä and Ä .
In terms of our formalism, È Ä Ú Ä ¿Ð Ó × Ä Ä . Note that Ä and Ä are loaded but 2 Method calls in Java bytecode contain the signature of the method. We obtain configuration (4). We then execute the method call. This requires resolution i.e., looking up the offset of the method in class stored in the signature, and application of this offset to the method lookup table of the class of the object stored at «. In this example, the two classes coincide. The method body is = Ò Û ÒØ℄ = Ü }. This leads to configuration (5) . Execution of the expression Ò Û requires verification and preparation of the classes and . If verification fails, then a verification error is thrown. Otherwise, assume that verification did not require loading of any further classes, i.e., È ÄÄ Ú Ä Ä ¿Ð Ó × Ä , and that preparation of and gives È È , i.e., È È =pr´Ä Ä Èµ.
This leads to configuration (6) . We then create a new object at the new address « ¼ and obtain store ¼¼¼ .
After some steps, we obtain configuration ( This offset is used to access the field in the object at « ¼ . The object at « ¼ happens to belong to class , which is different from . But because is a subclass of , and because preparation guarantees that the object layout of a class conforms to that of a superclass, class will have inherited the field at the same offset as in . And so, the assignment will not break the consistency of the object.
This brings us to configuration (8) .
If however, the method body had not been verified and was not a subclass of , or if resolution did not read the offsets properly, or if preparation did not preserve the object layout from superclasses, then the integrity of the object could be violated -more on that in section 3.1. Thus, the above example demonstrates -classes may be loaded without being verified 3 , -execution of verified code may throw loader, resolution or verification errors 4 , -verification checks subtype relationships, and does not guarantee the presence of methods or fields, -resolution checks the presence of methods and fields, -verification and resolution checks complement each other. Apparently overawed by the multiplicity of parents possible in a Java interface hierarchy, the implementors of Sun's verifier ... abdicated responsibility for type checking involving the use of interfaces. Instead, ..., the burden of checking for compatibility, ... passed implicitly to the runtime system. Philipp Yelland [29] Thus, at runtime these subtype requirements need to be checked, and execution of interface method calls will check the satisfaction of the associated subtype relationship. Again, we see that checks from two different JVM components complement each other, and in slightly different ways for classes than for interfaces. An example is given in the appendix.
The treatment of interfaces

Organization of this paper
In figure 2 we list all judgments and functions defined in the paper, with a brief description of their intention, and the place of their definition.
In section 2 we introduce Ä and È for the description of loaded or prepared code. In section 3 we describe an operational semantics, and distinguish the five components.
In section 4 we define consistency of states with prepared code, and types for runtime expressions, and we state subject reduction and progress lemmas. In section 5 we give a summary and outline alternatives, and in section 6 we draw conclusions, compare with other work, and introduce some open questions.
Hand-written proofs are available at ØØÔ ÛÛÛ Ó Ù × ÔÖÓÓ ×.
The languages Ä and È
The languages Ä and È present an abstract view of the Java bytecode. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider classes, subclasses, interfaces, subinterfaces, assignment, method overloading and inheritance, field inheritance and hiding. 5 We chose these features, because inheritance with fields allows for an interesting notion of consistent state, inheritance with method calls and fields demonstrates the interplay between resolution and verification, and interfaces pose the same requirement as classes, but are treated differently. We do not model ×ÙÔ Ö. Even though our examples use sequential statements, we have not included them in the Ä-and È-syntax, as they can be easily encoded by extra methods. Also, all methods have one argument -multiple arguments can be encoded through objects.
Expressions Figure 3 contains the syntax of expressions in Ä or in È programs. Ä is a similar language to language Javacito [18] or the Java subset from [10] ; it is larger than [16] because it considers imperative features, overloading and interfaces; and, though at a different abstraction level than [23] , it is larger because it studies interfaces. 
, where Ø ½ is the interface containing the method header, Ø ¾ is the argument type, and Ø ¿ is the result type.
The only types we consider are classes, interfaces, and ÒØ; these demonstrate several interesting properties of the Java system. Interfaces introduce multiple subtyping. More interestingly, subtyping introduced through interfaces is dealt with differently from subtyping introduced through subclassing: as we shall see, the verifier assumes an interface to be a supertype of any type, whereas it considers a class to be a supertype of its loaded subclasses only; conversely, at runtime subclasses are not checked for instance method calls, but subtypes are checked for interface method calls. Also, the type Contrary to Java source language rules [14] , Ä-and È-methods may have the same identifier and argument type but different result type as a method from a superclass. Such binaries may be created, e.g., through compilation of a class and its subclass, subsequent addition of a method in the superclass, and recompilation of the superclass without recompilation of the subclass. The method calls will then be dis-ambiguated through the result type of the signature. For example, Ü ½ ,Ø ¾ Ø ¿ ℄ Ñ ¾ (...) selects from class ½ the method with parameter type Ø ¾ and result type Ø ¿ , whereas Ü ½ ,Ø ¾ ,Ø ℄ Ñ ¾ (...) selects from class ½ the method with parameter type Ø ¾ and result type Ø .
Language for loaded code, Ä Rather than give the syntax of Ä and È programs, we describe these, as in [10] , through functions that lookup the superclasses, superinterfaces, fields and methods of a class or interface. ÁÈ´ µ denotes the powerset of .
In the above, Ä indicates the empty program in Ä, and¯indicates lookup of a nonexisting entity. Ì´Ø Äµ is intended to return the direct superclass of Ø and the (possibly empty) set of its direct superinterfaces, if Ø is declared as a class in Ä; or, return the (possibly empty) set of the direct superinterfaces, if Ø is declared as an interface in Ä;
and¯otherwise. Å´Ñ Ø ¾ Ø ½ Äµ is intended to return the body of method Ñ defined in class , with result type Ø ½ and argument type Ø ¾ , or¯if no such method is found.
Note, that we have no functions looking up the fields, nor any functions looking up entities in interfaces -this is so, because these are not used for verification, and so, in our setting can be considered as non-existing in Ä code.
For example, assume classes and , class has fields ÒØ ½ , and ¾ , and method ÒØ Ñ( Ü){ · }, where extends class , implements interfaces Á¾ and Á and has field ÒØ ½ , and method ÒØ Ñ( Ü){ }. It would be represented through Ä , whith Ì´ Ä µ= Ç Ø, , Ì´ Ä µ= , Á¾ Á , and for method lookup:
In [5] we gave the syntax of a language for which we defined by construction functions corresponding to Ì and Å. Therefore, the definition 1 is well-formed. From now on, we expect´Ä Ì Å Ä µ to stand for a fixed language for loaded code.
Language for prepared code, È The language È describes code after preparation; the programs are extended by method and field lookup tables. We model this by offsets, which are positive numbers, denoted by , ¼ ¾Çffs, while ¾ rrOffs indicate nonexisting entities, or entities of the wrong kind.
The function Ì has the same intention as in def. In [5] we gave the syntax of a language for which we defined constructively functions corresponding to Ì , Å « , « , Å , and Å « . Thus, the definition 2 is wellformed. From now on, we assume´È Ì Å « « Å Å « µ to be a given language for prepared code.
Combined Ä and È code We define functions to collect all types declared in Ä, or È, or combined code, and to collect all fields and all methods in such code.
Thus, Ì ×´Ä µ , and Å×´ Ä µ = ÒØ Ñ( Ü){ } , and ×´ È µ
Execution
Execution, described in fig. 4 , is defined in terms of a rewriting relationship on configurations, consisting of expression , store , prepared code È, and loaded binary Ä. The expression and store may be modified, more code may be prepared, and further code may be loaded. Thus, execution has the form
In order to give a more concise description of the rewrite semantics, and also, in order to distinguish between routine rewrite rules, and those particular to Java implementation, in fig. 5 we introduce three kinds of contexts. Expression contexts, ¡ ÜÔ , are filled with a sub-expression; their execution propagates execution to this sub-expression, as in rule PROPAGATE. Null-contexts, ¡ ÒÐÐ , when filled with ¼, raise an exception when executed as in rule NULLPOINTERR. Type contexts, ¡ ØÝÔ , are filled with a type name; their execution causes the type to be loaded and prepared if the type is not part of the loaded or the prepared code, as in rules LOAD, LOADERR, VERIF, VERIFERR and VERIFANDPREP 8 .
We call an expression ground, if it is a value ¬ 9 , and l-ground, if it is an identifier, or has the form « Ø ½ ,Ø ¾ ℄ .
The runtime model
States represent stacks and heaps, and contain values for identifiers and addresses, Addresses point to objects. An object consists of its class (an identifier) and values for its fields. These are either ÒØ values (Îal), or addresses ( Ö). As Ö is the set of positive numbers, Ö Î Ð. The symbol¯means undefined. The sets Îal, Á , and ¯ are disjoint. Stores thus have the form:
. The store lookup (Þ) or («) describes the value of variable Þ, or address « in ; if («) =¾Á then « points to an object of class . The fields of the object stored at address « are stored at some offset from «. 
We say that an address « is new in iff ¬ ¼ (« · ¬) =¯.
Our model of the store is therefore at a lower level than those found in studies of the verifier [25, 12, 23] , where objects are indivisible entities, and where there are no address calculations. This lower level model allows us to describe the potential damage when executing unverified code; as in the following example.
On the other hand, our definition of states requires the distinction of the sets Ö, Á and ¯ , and so it is at a higher level than plain bitstrings. Even though "real" memory contains such plain bitstrings, a faithful modeling of this aspect would not have promoted the study of Java dynamic linking 10 .
An example For the program È from section 2, and a class subclass of Ç Ø and without any fields, the following store ¼ maps identifier Ò to an object of class , and to an object of class :
Consider the expression ¿ Ò , ÒØ℄ ½ = ½¾ 11 . Because is not a subclass of , expression ¿ does not verify. But if we either switched the verifier off or managed to fool the verifier, and executed ¿ ¼ È Ä , we would obtain ½¾ ½ È Ä , where ½ = ¼ ½¾℄. In the new store, ½ , the class of the object at address has been overwritten by an integer; the consistency of the store has been destroyed! Thus, resolution checks alone do not ensure "well-behavedness" either. In the appendix we give an example which demonstrates the treatment of interfaces based on the one given by Buechi [2] . 10 We could have represented the distinction between Îal, Á , and ¯ through a tagged union, but this would have cluttered the presentation. 11 The expression ¿ could be the result of compilation of expression Ò ½ = ½¾ in a context where Ò had type , and was a subclass of ; then class was modified so that it no longer was a subclass of , was recompiled, and was not recompiled. We now study the five components of execution. Note, that the five components are "disjoint", in the sense that for any configuration, if a rule from one components is applicable, then no rule from another component is applicable.
Evaluation
Evaluation is the part of execution that is not affected by dynamic linking and verification. It is described in the first section of fig. 4 , and it comprises:
-propagation, i.e., propagate execution at the receiver and then the argument of a method call, at the receiver of a field access and to the left hand and right hand sides of an assignment (PROPAGATE) 12 ,
-throwing the AEÐÐÈ ÖÖ exception when attempting to call a method, access a field, or assign to a field of ¼ (NULLPOINTERR),
-accessing variables or addresses (ACC), and assigning to variables (VARASS),
-creating new objects (NEW) of already prepared class ( ¾ Ì ×´Èµ), initializing the fields with ¼ at the offsets prescribed in È. Note that ×´ Èµ from def. 2 returns types and offsets for all fields declared in class or in any of 's superclasses.
Resolution
Resolution describes the process of resolving references to fields or methods. It corresponds to the bytecode instructions Ø¬ Ð , ÔÙØ¬ Ð , ÒÚÓ ÒØ Ö and ÒÚÓ Ú ÖØÙ Ð.
We describe these instructions in more detail, and at a lower level than they are described in [21] : We describe what happens if the instruction attempts to access fields or methods from a class which is not a subtype of the type stored in the signature, and thus the offset obtained bears no relation to the runtime object. This situation is not described in [21] , although it may happen if unverified code is executed 13 . Java is probably unique, in that resolution happens at runtime, but has both a static part, i.e., calculation of offsets in terms of the statically determined offsets, and a dynamic part, i.e., application of these offsets to the different objects. Thus, the effect of resolution depends on the particular classes or interfaces mentioned in the corresponding signature, and on the particular object which appears as receiver in the particular expression. In Java implementations these two parts may take place at different times. In fact, the static part need only take place once and store the calculated offset, whereas the dynamic part has to be applied as often as the instruction is executed. For reasons of simplicity, we do not describe this in our model.
Field Resolution
Field access has the form « Ø ½ ,Ø ¾ ℄ . The offset of that field is determined using «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ, and if found, i.e., if «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ= , then it is used to calculate the address of that field, i.e., «+ (FLDACC1). Thus, our model describes address calculations -it that sense it is at a lower-level than those in [12, 23, 22] .
Note that the offset calculation «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ is in terms of the stored, static type Ø ½ , and not the actual, dynamic class of the object in «. This offset is then applied to the address «, which may, but need not contain an object of class Ø ½ .
14 This combination of static with dynamic information is safe, if applied to a verified expression, to wellformed prepared code, and a well-formed state. Namely, as we shall see, verification of an expression Ø ½ ,Ø ¾ ℄ guarantees that execution of will return an object of class Ø ½ or a subclass; well-formed prepared code guarantees that object layout of a class conforms to object layout of a superclass, and well-formed states guarantee that all objects in the store are organized according to the object layout for their class.
The rules FLDACC2,FLDACC3 describe the erroneous situations: If Ø ½ is defined, but does not have a field of type Ø ¾ , i.e., «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ= ½, or if Ø ½ is an interface, i.e., «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ= ¾, then exceptions are thrown. The case where «´ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Èµ = ¿ need not be treated here, as it corresponds to the case where Ø ½ has not been prepared yet (c.f. def. 5 and fig. 9 ), which is treated by the rules for loading, verification and preparation, ie LOADDERR, VERIFERR, LOADPREPVERIF.
Instance Method Call Resolution
These calls have the form « Ø ½ ,Ø ¾ ,Ø ¿ ℄ Ñ(¬). The offset is determined using Å «´Ñ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Ø ¿ Èµ, which considers Ñ, the name of the method, Ø ½ , the class containing the method, Ø ¾ , the type of the argument, and Ø ¿ , the result. The latter two are necessary for overloading resolution.
As for fields, the actual class of the receiver, i.e., the class of «, is not considered in Å «´Ñ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Ø ¿ Èµ. If a method is found, i.e., if Å «´Ñ Ø ½ Ø ¾ Ø ¿ Èµ= for some 13 It was, however, discussed to some extent in [20] .
14 This is why the configuration ¿ ¼ È Ä leads to the unsafe configuration described earlier: namely «´ ½ ÒØ È µ = ¿.
, then is used to select the method body from the lookup 
Loading
Loading is required when a type context, Ø ØÝÔ , is executed for a type Ø which has not been loaded yet. That is, when a new object of class Ø is created, or a when a field of class Ø is accessed, or when a method from class or interface Ø is called.
If loading is successful, i.e., Ð ´Ø È Äµ = Ä ¼ Ä , then execution continues with the loaded code augmented by Ä ¼ (LOAD), otherwise an exception is thrown (LOADERR).Our operational semantics is non-deterministic with respect to loading: it allows a load exception to be thrown in all type-contexts, without even attempting to load the types. This simplifies our system considerably, and does not diminish the applicability of the soundness property.
A loader function Ð ´Ø È Äµ returns class or interface definitions for Ø and all its superclasses and superinterfaces except for those already defined in È or Ä, provided that no class or interface circularity was encountered; otherwise it returns Ä . Any function satisfying these requirements is a loader. A "real" loader would lookup type definitions in the filesystem or a database; these can be modified from outside the Java program, and so different calls of the loader for the same type can return different bytecode. In order to simplify the model, rather than providing a filesystem/database parameter, we allow for different loader functions to be called, thus obtaining the same effect.
Definition 4 A function Ð Á ¢ È ¢ Ä Ä is a loader iff:
Ð ´Ø È Äµ Ä ¼ Ä µ -Ø ¾ Ì ×´Ä ¼ µ Ò Ì ×´ÈÄµ. - È Ä ¿ µ È ÄÄ ¼ ¿ .
Verification
Verification is required when executing a type context, Ø ØÝÔ , and Ø has been loaded As for loading, our operational semantics is highly nondeterministic with respect to verification: it allows a verification error to be thrown in all contexts which require verification, without requiring the verification to have been attempted and failed. This allows for a simpler model, and simpler proofs, and does not diminish the applicability of the soundness property.
Verification in our paper is described in fig. 7 . It corresponds to the third pass of the "real" verifier as in ch. 4.9.1 of [21] , and is expressed through the judgment (5) and (6) The difference between (5) and (6) is, that in (5) class and all its superclasses are loaded, whereas in (6) only interface and its superinterfaces are loaded.
The assertion È Ä Ú Ø ØÐ Ó × Ä holds for any Ø, c.f. rule (1). Thus, verification assumes any identifier to stand for a class, or interface and so to widen to itself. Therefore,
Also, the assertion È Ä Ú Ø Ð Ó × Ä holds for any interface , c.f. rules (3) and (6) . Thus verification assumes any identifier to widen to , provided that stands for an already loaded or prepared interface. Verification is "optimistic" with respect to method calls and field accesses (rules (10) and (11)), and more liberal than the Java source checks. For field access, ½ Ø ½ ,Ø ¾ ℄ , verification only checks that the type of ½ widens to Ø ½ , the static type in the signature, and gives to the whole expression the type Ø ¾ -it does not attempt to check the existence of a field with type Ø ¾ , but leaves this to the resolution checks. Similarly for method calls. Therefore, verification of will load ÓÓ and È Ö, and not ËÔ , and will not verify either of these classes, i.e.,
Verification of a class (rule (13) Finally, if an order can be found to verify classes and/or interfaces Ø , then verification is successful, c.f. rule (15) . Note, that judgment È Ä Ð×× means that is the name of a class, whereas È Ä ÒØ means that is the name of an interface. Verification requires type assignments, expressed through environments, . Environments are sequences of declarations of the form Ø Ú Ö ; they are described in fig.   8 . They should contain unique declarations, as expressed by the judgment and allow looking up the type of variable Þ through (Þ) . 19 We do not require the Ø to indicate types declared in È or Ä. So, an environment may use identifiers as types which have no corresponding definition in È or Ä.
Preparation
If verification is successful, code is prepared using the function pr È ¢ Ä È which maps Ä to pr´Ä Èµ. Preparation determines the object layout (i.e., assigns offsets to fields), and creates method lookup tables (i.e., assigns offsets to methods, and method bodies to offsets).
Rather than prescribe the exact strategy for offset determination, we give requirements in definition 5, i.e., a mapping is a preparation function if (1) it maps all types from Ä onto corresponding types in È ¼ with same superclasses and superinterfaces, (2a) allocates distinct offsets to fields, (2b) preserves field offsets from superclasses 2c) preserves method offsets from superclasses, (2d) all valid offsets lead to a method body either defined for that class in Ä, or inherited from a superclass.
In [5] we gave a constructive definition of such a preparation function. In general, many different results may come from a preparation function, because there may be many different offset allocation strategies.
The code È from section 2 is the result of the application of a preparation function on Ä .
Interestingly, definition 5 does not pose any requirements on interfaces. It does not require inheritance of methods from superinterfaces (i.e., that Ì´ È ¼ µ = ¼ and 19 We do not define ¿Ù, nor (Þ) , because they are standard. Fig. 9 . Well-formed prepared code -rule numbering consistent with that for verification
, even though this is a property of Java implementations, and even though it is an integral part of soundness of the Java source language, it is not required for soundness at this level (namely, at the level of Ä or È expressions, the types are largely determined by the signatures). This reflects how weak the notion of interfaces is. Note also, that fields were not reflected in Ä code, but they are in È code.
Soundness
Well formed prepared code
The judgment Ä È ¿ , defined in fig. 9 , guarantees that the prepared code È is well formed in the context of loaded code Ä. Well-formedness is a similar requirement to verification, in the sense that the types of expressions are checked, and subtype relationships implied through the type annotations need to be established. For this reason we organized fig. 9 in a similar way to fig. 7 .
As in verification, well-formedness of prepared code does not guarantee the existence of fields or methods required in method bodies. In contrast to verification, wellformedness of prepared code does not cause loading of further binaries. Also, while
¼¼ represents checks that are performed by Java implementations, the judgment Ä È ¿ is only a vehicle for proving soundness.
The main requirements for well-formedness of prepared code are:
-all classes/interfaces defined in È have their superclasses/superinterfaces in È,
-identifiers mentioned as superclasses belong to classes, -identifiers mentioned as superinterfaces belong to interfaces, -fields have distinct offsets, -fields defined in a superclass ¼ have the same offsets in a subclass , -methods defined in a class ¼ have the same offsets in a subclass ,
-method bodies are well-formed and respect their signatures. As for preparation, the requirements posed on interfaces are very weak.
Conformance and runtime types
The judgments È ¬ ¿, and È ¿, defined in rules (1)- (5) conformance of values to types, and of states to programs and environments.
The judgment È « ¿ in rule (4) expresses that the object stored at « conforms to its class. The class of the object, , is stored at the beginning of the object. For all fields of , the object must contain appropriate values at the corresponding offsets.
In order to obtain a well-founded relation, we defined conformance in terms of the auxiliary weak conformance judgment È Û ¬ Ø. that no object is stored "inside" another object, and is used to prove that execution does not affect the type of expressions (lemma 4). The judgment È ¿, defined in rule (5) Notice, that store conformance does not take the loaded, not yet verified code Ä into account. This can be seen from the form of the judgments. Also, ¼ conforms to any class, allowing objects with a field initialized to ¼, belonging to a yet undefined class.
Types for runtime expressions are given by the judgment È Ä Ö Ø, defined in rules (6)- (12) in fig. 10 . The rules are similar to well-formedness, with the difference that for runtime expressions the store is taken into account.
Locality and preservation of judgments
In general, one expects properties established in a certain context to hold for larger contexts as well. Locality properties were proven in [6] , used in [4] , and explored in our model of binary compatibility [7] . 
Verification of classes implies verification of the bodies of their methods:
Preparation of verified code preserves judgments:
Subject reduction and progress
Execution of a well-typed expression does not overwrite objects, creates new objects in the free space, and does not affect the type of any expression ¼¼ -even if ¼¼ were a subexpression of ! Such a property is required for type soundness in imperative object oriented languages, and was proven, e.g., , in [6, 26] . In the current work this property holds only when well-typed expressions are executed. 
Lemma 5
Proof by structural induction over the derivation , and for the fourth part of the lemma, in the cases of VARASS or FLDACC1 by structural induction over the typing of ¼¼ , using the store conformance requirement whereby no object is stored within another object. ¼ is an interface. Verification does not ensure the presence of fields or methods, it only ensures that all methods in a verified class respect their signatures. Resolution checks for the presence of fields and methods of given signatures. Thus the verifier relies on resolution to detect some of the possible errors, and resolution is safe only on code previously checked by the verifier.
The system does not guard against link-time errors (i.e., ÄÓ ÖÖ, or Î Ö ÖÖ, or AEÓÅ Ø ÖÖ, or AEÓ Ð ÖÖ, or Ð×× Ò ÖÖ), but it does guarantee the integrity of the store. On the other hand, execution of unverified code may overwrite any part of the memory, and execute any methods.
Our model is independent of Java reflection: We represented prepared and loaded code as separate entities of the configuration, rather than as objects of class Ð ×× in the store . This abstraction from "real" implementations allows us to demonstrate in the format of the judgments how the various components depend on each other. Namely: -È ¿ shows that conformance of a store depends on the prepared code and not on the loaded code; in particular, any objects in must belong to prepared classes.
-È Ä Ö Ø shows that types of runtime expressions depend on the prepared code, but also on the store and on the loaded code (the latter because of the arguments to method calls).
-pr´Ä Èµ shows that preparation depends on the code already prepared, and on the loaded code to be prepared, but does not depend on the remaining loaded code.
-The role of the loaded code Ä in checking is limited; the only information extracted from Ä is which class/interface extends/implements which other class/interface, but the contents of the classes/interfaces is ignored.
Link-time errors can occur also when running code that was produced by a compiler, as shown in the various footnotes. However, link-time errors will not occur, if one re-complies all importing classes/interfaces and all suclasses/subinterfaces after recompiling a class or interface -we have not demonstrated this yet.
It is interesting that interfaces are treated by verification more leniently than classes, and thus require more runtime checks. It would have been possible to treat classes as leniently, or to treat interfaces more strictly.
In current implementations the boundary of decomposition is at classes or interfaces. That is, we load several classes or interfaces together, and we verify several classes or interfaces together. Is it possible to consider other levels of decomposition? A probably less attractive, more lazy alternative would put the boundary of decomposition at methods, and would verify method bodies only before they are first called. This would make the judgment Ä È ¿ even weaker, and would extend the operational semantics to verify method bodies on a per call basis, and check for previous verification.
Another lazy alternative, as suggested in in [11, 23] 
Conclusions, discussion and further work
We have given a model for the five execution components, and have demonstrated how the corresponding checks together ensure type soundness. Our model describes is at a high level, and distinguishes the components and the time of the associated checks. Thus, our account is useful for source language programmers, designers of new binary formats for Java, and designers of alternative distributions of the checks among the four components. The format of the judgments reflects the dependencies of the components. We do not yet treat multiple loaders.
Formal treatments of linking were suggested in [3] , albeit in a static setting. Dynamic linking at a fundamental level has been studied in [9, 1, 28] , allowing for modules as first class values, usually untyped, concentrating on confluence and optimization issues. Recently, [15] , discuss dynamic linking of native code as an extension of Typed Assembly Language without expanding the trusted computing base, while [8] takes a higher-level view and suggests extensions of Typed Assembly Language to support type safe dynamic linking of modules and sharing. The above works are based on structural type equivalence, higher order types, and linking as a one-phase transformation which binds free references; Java however, has name type equivalence, first order types, and its resolution is a multiple phase activity.
Recent work on Java linking [23, 27] complements ours. They both uncovered errors in current verifiers, in that insufficient constraints were posted for the arguments of inherited methods, or the arguments of a class implementing an interface. [23] suggest a model of Java evaluation, preparation, verification and loading at the bytecode level, without interfaces, but with multiple loaders. Their approach is lazier than that of SUN implementations, and verification posts constraints as opposed to loading classes. [27] provide a model of Java evaluation, preparation, verification and multiple loaders, describing interfaces, but only treating method calls. Both approaches adopt a higher level runtime model than ours, and thus do not demonstrate how unverified code can destroy the consistency of the store. Furthermore, the above works consider a couple of bytecode instructions, do not describe complete classes or interfaces, do not distinguish crlearly between loading and verification.
The current paper is an improvement over the work presented at TIC [5] . The adoption of non-deterministic operational semantics, and the use of the look-up functions Ì , Å « , « , Å , Å « as opposed to complete program code, allowed a more concise, abstract account. Further work includes refining the model to allow multiple class loaders, extending the model to describe the source language and the compilation process, extending languages Ä and È with more Java features, considering different levels of decomposition, applying the model to reconsider the meaning of binary compatibility [7] .
Finally, though Java is novel in its approach to verification and dynamic linking, similar components and associated checks could be defined for any language that supports some concept of modularity. The generalization of such ideas to other programming languages is an open issue.
